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Volunteer Event: Cradles to Crayons

Back Row: (L-R): A1C Matthew Goforth, Shannon Palumbo, Glenn Campbell
Middle Row: (L-R): Janet Foster, Rachel Zajac, Jason Pennino, and Barbara Spellman
Front Row (L-R): First two on left are Non-ASMC volunteers, TSgt Renieka Pepper's son Lance, TSgt Renieka Pepper
Not Pictured but Volunteered: TSgt Marissa Cross, MSgt Jeffrey Cross
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Yankee Chapter’s Kick-Off Meeting Has Record Number in Attendance

On Wednesday, July 31st ASMC’s Yankee Chapter held their annual Kick-Off meeting. Typically these
meetings are held in October which has
been late in the year as the competition
period is half over by that time.
“What are you raffling off? A new car?”
our guest speaker Mr. Vince Siwicki
asked me. You would have thought so –
we had over 85 people in attendance.
We all know the draw to this event was
our new Chief FM Directorate, Vince
who was addressing the audience.
Our re-elected President, Joyce Ingrassia welcomed the attendees
and opened with asking who was here that also attended last
year’s. Recalling her opening statement last year about a dream,
Ms. Ingrassia revealed to the audience that once again the Yankee Chapter had achieved 5 Star Status and her dream had become a reality! A brief introduction of the six committees and
their responsibilities were discussed before formally introducing
Mr. Vince Siwicki.
Mr. Siwicki performed the installation of Officers --calling forward reelected Ken Sweeney (Vice President), re-elected Stephani Fisher
(Treasurer) and re-elected Janet
Foster (Secretary) before the audience. The audience was asked to
stand as well while the Officers
took the ASMC Oath.
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Vince’s presentation focused on FM-OL Introduction which
opened with some management humor. He talked about who we
are, what we do, what motivates him, voluntary rotation cycle &
employee growth both professional and personal. After reviewing
the AFLCMC/FM-FZ Leadership & staff he reviewed the priorities:
Taking care of every FMer regardless of location and to preserve acquisition cost estimating and EVM at each location.
A discussion of how to organize, train and equip (OT&E) ourselves for progression was highlighted. Vince’s motivation
(personal & professional) was discussed as well.
The scary word ‘Rotation’ and its positive aspects was reviewed
and how rotations interplay with Mission needs.
Two ideas for growing as a financial profession are:
1. To know your job and do it the best you can
2. Learn and Continue to learn
A question and answer period followed. Copies of Mr. Siwicki’s
presentation may be obtained by contacting Joyce Ingrassia.
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NOW RECRUITING
FOR THE FOLLOWING
POSITIONS
CHAIRPERSON (S), CO‐
CHAIRS & COMMIT‐
TEE MEMBERS
FOR
COMMUNICATIONS, FUNDRAISING, SCHOLARSHIP,
AWARDS TRAINING & EDUCATION COMMITTIES
BE A PART OF THE TEAM!
COME GROW AND BE RECOGNIZED AS A MEMBER
OF ONE OF THE MOST SIGNIFICANT CHAPTERS!
CONTACT JOYCE INGRASSIA X5787 OR KEN
SWEENEY X9623

ASMC YANKEE CHAPTER
2013 FIVE STAR CHAPTER
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Heading off summer work fatigue
Do you find yourself staring listlessly out the window at work? Or nodding off over your keyboard?
No, you're not just lazy. (Well, you may be.) But you may also have summer fatigue.
Don't laugh, it's a real thing.
Some of the main reasons? Take your pick: Heat and humidity, longer days, sleep disruption, to
name a few, all contribute to that fading feeling that haunts workplaces throughout the summer
months.
So let's take a look…
Heat and humidity can get to you as soon as you step out of your home. That walk to the bus or
train, or the wait for your car's A/C to kick in, can leave you hot and bothered and in the wrong
frame of mind before you even clock in.
The heat of those lazy, hazy days of summer is even more of a factor in fatigue if your work takes
you outdoors, or if your office air quality is not what it should be—not cool enough or too stale.
(Being subjected to A/C that is too cold also stresses, particularly when going from a really hot enviironment to one that is really cold, and vice versa.)
Those sudden heat waves that often occur throughout the summer also can take your body by surprise, and wear down your unaccustomed metabolism. And obviously, heat also can dehydrate you.
Remedy? Stay hydrated, especially if you work outdoors. If you work inside, and your work area is
too warm, do or say something to change that and make the temperature is more comfortable. And
dress appropriately. (Translation: It's hot; use some common sense.)
Longer days are another culprit. They can lead to you spending more hours awake, which in turn
may rob you of sleep and affect your concentration at work.
Taking advantage of those longer days also may result in disrupting your circadian rhythm (mixing
up days and nights, to put it simply), which can have you staring off into space in the wrong place
and at the wrong time. Like in a meeting.
Occupational safety experts say the effect of spending long hours awake is analogous to the effect
of alcohol. Here are some of the numbers safety authorities typically toss out: 17 hours awake is
equivalent to a blood alcohol content of 0.05. To put that in perspective, more than 100 countries
have adopted a blood alcohol content limit for drivers of 0.05—the same standard recommended by
the National Transportation Safety Board.
While—if you are a nine-to-fiver—you may not get to this extra-groggy point until you are in the
comfort of your home at 10 p.m. or later, this stuff does add up, especially if you get less sleep day
after day because you have been thrown off rhythm by all those extra hours of daylight you've been
taking advantage of. Staying up late and rising early can take its toll. Some studies have shown that
if you sleep less than five hours before work, you are going to have a higher chance of making mistakes. Think Chernobyl.
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Heading off summer work fatigue cont...
Remedy? Get your sleep cycle back in gear. Have a regular time to hit the hay that will allow you
to get the sleep you need to operate effectively at work. And keep it cool. That may mean ratcheting
down the A/C. Dr. Chris Idzikowski, of the Edinburgh Sleep Center, notes that temperatures above
75 degrees may contribute to insomnia.
One summer pleasure that may disrupt your sleep—and put lead in your behind at work—is that
extra beer or two you may enjoy out on the deck on a summer evening. Even if it helps you konk
out at first, it may not be the best thing for restful night's sleep.
"Alcohol on the whole is not useful for improving a whole night's sleep," Idzikowski says. "Sleep
may be deeper to start with, but then becomes disrupted. Additionally, that deeper sleep will probably promote snoring and poorer breathing. So, one shouldn't expect better sleep with alcohol."
Other factors may come into play as well in this whole summer fatigue thing. A CareerBuilder survey found that 26 percent of employers believe their employees are less productive in the
summer months—but for several other reasons. According to that survey, employers think this reduced worker productivity is related to nicer weather, vacations and the fact that kids are at home
for summer break.
Remedies for these other factors? There aren't any. Not unless you want to pull the shades and stay
inside for three months, skip your summer vacation and give away your kids (although you may
sometimes be tempted to do this last one).
But then—survey or no—how often are bosses right about anything, anyway? Interestingly enough,
in a 2012 survey of working Americans commissioned by Workplace Options, a firm that focuses
on work-life services, 23 percent of employees said that their employer was less productive during
summer months.
Go figure.
Anyway, why don't we pool our information on how to remedy the summer workplace blahs?
We're open for comments. Let us know what you think.

SOURCE : FederalDaily
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The one thing you should do in 2013
When it comes to a job market like the one we are having these days, it’s advisable to be ready for
anything that might happen. A departing supervisor whose position you are qualified for, an agency
restructuring affecting your position, or a job termination are all situations for which you could easily be prepared if you do this one thing I recommend in 2013.
Keep your resume up to date!
As a Federal Career Coach, I frequently get calls from individuals who suddenly need to get an outdated resume into competitive shape as quickly as possible. Shaking my head, the first questions I
ask the worried jobseeker are, “How old is this resume? How many jobs have you held since you
wrote this resume?”
At this point, the individual usually admits that they had become complacent and not “touched their
resume in years.” (Note: “Years” can often mean 10 or more years have gone by since they have
looked at their resume!)
Don’t get caught unprepared. Be ready for the next opened or closed employment door now, because it could happen when you least expect it, and you may have very little time to get your ducks
in order.
Make it your resolution in 2013 to review your resume at the beginning of every year and update it,
so that when you need to use your resume, you will be able to get it into great shape as quickly as
you need to. Your recent work accomplishments are best remembered and recorded when they are
still fresh in your mind.
Here are some steps for updating your resume:
Find your resume.
Find your position description (if you have one). Read it and make sure it sounds like your real
job. Edit this and add this to your resume.
 Find your annual evaluations (if you have those), and use the accomplishments from the evaluations in your resume.
 If you don’t have an annual evaluation, write a few accomplishments for the last 5 years.
 Add your most recent training programs or college courses.
 Update your LinkedIn Profile with the new information you just wrote.
 After you have taken these steps, you will have an updated resume that is ready to be targeted
for your next career move. When you use this basic resume to apply for a job, make sure to include the keywords from the job announcement in the resume before you submit your job application.



Be prepared for anything to happen with your job. There is a good chance you might need your resume in the next couple of years. You can easily manage your career with confidence by taking this
one simple step!
Posted by Kathryn Troutman on July 23, 2013 at 6:25 AM
SOURCE : FederalDaily
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Vacationing on a budget
It’s supposed to be a time for relaxation, vacations and family time, but if you don’t plan ahead and
plan wisely, summertime travels can end up costing a pretty penny or just being pretty boring.
AAA reports that this summer, family and value are the top priorities for summer activity planning,
and most families will take about three to five trips to destinations that they will be driving and not
flying to, so staying close to home is the best way to save.
Another way to save is to reacquaint yourself with your own city. Oftentimes, the local media highlights gems that are right in your backyard. You’d be surprised the things you can find in your city
that you never knew existed or, which is fairly new, like zip-lining or rock climbing.
But, if you’re itching to "get out of Dodge," it's wise to take some time to visit online travel sites
that offer vacation package deals, including for travel outside of the country.
Visiting state and national parks is always a great value for the summer, and can sometimes be free.
In 2012, more than 282 million people visited national parks, with the Great Smoky Mountains, the
Grand Canyon National Park and Yosemite National Park among the most visited.
No matter what you decide to do, as a government employee, many travel agencies and websites
offer deals and discounts especially for feds. Some these deals are not advertised, so make sure to
ask and always keep your government-issued ID on hand when making reservations or buying tickets.
Here are a few travel sites and organizations that offer government-employee incentives:
Government Employee Travel Opportunities
Government Vacation Rewards
Government and Armed Forces Travel Cooperative
FedTravel
FedRooms

SOURCE : FederalDaily
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www.facebook.com/ASMCYankeeChapter
Don’t forget to Like Us on Facebook!
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